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Knowing how to deal with reporters has never been more important.

The number of news outlets has expanded and diversified, and their reach has 
expanded. Stories are available instantly on smartphones and tablets. Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram, and other apps have increased the immediacy and  
impact of media coverage. The importance of acing an interview has never  
been higher.

This book will help you. 

The experience of The Communication Center’s coaches is unparalleled.  
They have, among them, decades of experience working on both sides of the 
media fence. They are former television and print reporters, anchors, producers, 
speechwriters, novelists, university professors, public relations and social  
media professionals. Their insights have been compiled here for you.

Read. Enjoy. And do a great job in that next media interview.

INTRODUCTION
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1 Core Communication Concepts

 Handling Anxiety

 Analyze Your Audience

 The WIIFM Factor

 Critical Interview Steps
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 BE clEar
You want to be understood, so make yourself understandable. Say
exactly what you mean. Steer clear of complicated language and
technical jargon.

 BE cONcisE
Get right to the point.

 BE cOMpElliNG
Be interesting to watch and listen to. Be energetic. Transmit your
enthusiasm for your topic.

 BE caNDiD
Once lost, credibility is hard to recover. Don’t put it in jeopardy.

 BE cOMfOrTaBlE
Show your own personality and find your own voice. Be authentically
you. Stay calm and collected even under pressure.
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“Do not promote what you can’t  
explain, simplify, and prove early.”

– Louis Pasteur, French chemist
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It is perfectly normal to be nervous before a media interview. A lot is at 
stake. The world may be watching. The reporter may ask a question you 
didn’t anticipate. 

Take comfort from the fact that your nerves can actually improve your 
performance by giving passion and energy to your remarks.

If possible, familiarize yourself with the location where the interview is going 
to be conducted ahead of time.

If the interview is being conducted away from your office or home, allow 
plenty of time to get there. Nothing increases anxiety like the prospect of 
being late or getting lost!

Don’t be intimidated by technology. Give 
yourself time to acclimate to bright lights, 
microphones, and other equipment. If you 
are in a studio or being interviewed from a 

remote location, make sure that the equipment 
is working properly before the questioning 

begins. You want to make sure you can see and 
hear everything you need to see and hear. 
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	prEparE
Craft quotable key messages and practice them aloud ahead of

the interview. Warm up with a mock interview.

	BrEaTHE DEEply
This will slow down your heart rate, calm your nerves, and

steady your voice. Try inhaling deeply into your belly, expanding

your midsection. Hold your breath for several beats, and then

exhale slowly, flattening your belly as you do. Repeat.

	VisualizE
Think confidently. Picture yourself being clear, concise, and

powerful. Athletes use this technique to maximize their

performance, and so can you.

	Music
Athletes often use a favorite piece of music to rev themselves

up or calm themselves down. You can borrow the technique

to get in the right frame of mind before a media interview.

	TakE THE fOcus Off yOursElf
Ask the reporter questions before the interview begins. Putting

your attention elsewhere will keep you from worrying about

your nerves.

	DO iT aGaiN
Participate in interviews and press conferences as frequently

as you can. The more you do them, the easier they become.
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A crucial consideration before giving a media interview is this:  

Who are the people you want 
to reach and influence?
If you are going to have an impact on their thinking, it is important to  
understand who they are and what they care about. Their perspective 
may be influenced by:
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 DEMOGrapHics
What is their age, educational level, economic status, lifestyle, and
nationality, for instance?

 ValuEs
What do they care about most?
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 aTTiTuDEs
Does your target audience already have an opinion about you,
your organization, or your issue? Is it hostile, positive, or neutral?

 kNOWlEDGE
What do they already know about your topic? Are they familiar with
key terms and concepts or will you have to simplify your approach?
You would, for instance, speak in a different style for readers of
a specific trade publication than you would for readers of a daily
newspaper

 EXpEcTaTiONs
What do they want to know? Do they expect you to provide
information, argument, a policy position, recommendations,
or inspiration?
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Every person in every audience is motivated by one simple phrase: 

Each audience has serious interests, needs, and concerns of its own. Analyze 
the perspectives of your key audiences and consider how they are likely to 
receive your messages.

Determine whether there are areas of mutual interest. Underline them. If you 
reframe your messages to better meet your audiences’ expectations and 
values, you are more likely to make a connection and have an influence.

“What’s in it for me?”

“
Nobody cares how much you know, 
until they know how much you care.

– Theodore Roosevelt, 26th U.S. President

“
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“What’s in it for me?”

REMEMBER: The power of WIIFMs is to remind you of your  
audiences’ immediate and long-term interests. Your most persua-
sive messages will address those interests and concerns foremost.

Understand  
their issues and 

concerns

Frame your 
messages from 

their points of view

Critical tool 
to connect  
to target  
groups

Analyze 
why they 
should 

care about 
your ideas 

or your 
issues

WHAT’S 
IN IT FOR 
ME?
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 clarify the subject of the story. What angle is being taken?
Who else is being interviewed?

 rEsEarcH the news organization and the reporter. Do they
have an ideological viewpoint? Do they have a pet issue?

 cHEck OuT the reporter’s interview style. Are you going to
be dealing with a straight shooter, a schmoozer, or a showboat?

 EsTaBlisH the ground rules. What topics will—and will not—
be covered? How long will the interview be? Where will it take place?

 prEparE by checking the news and social media the day
of the interview. If there is a breaking story involving your issue or
organization, you may be asked about it. Get ready.

 aNTicipaTE all likely questions. Include questions that
are challenging, but also those that are obvious. Sometimes simple
questions about who you are, what you do, and what it means, are
the ones that trip you up.
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– Peter Jennings, Canadian-American
journalist and news anchor

as a journalist, one tends to 

think nothing is off limits.
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2 Communicating Your Message

 Delivery Techniques: Body Language

 Delivery Techniques: Focus on the Face

 Delivery Techniques: Vocal Variety

 Language of Leadership

 What to Wear For a Television Interview
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UCLA professor Dr. Albert Mehrabian conducted an often-
cited communication study. His research pertained specifically 
to spoken communications about feelings and attitudes. 

The relative importance of words, voice, and body language 
is dependent on the context, the subject matter, and the 
method of communication. You are always more credible and 
convincing when they are in alignment.

BODY  
LANGUAGE

VOICE 
TONE

WORD
CHOICE
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Body language and facial expressions are the most crucial aspects of 
communication. They telegraph your moods, thoughts, and emotions to 
others. They can underline—or undermine—the meaning of your words.

In a media interview, it is particularly important for you to project that you 
are comfortable, confident, and credible. 
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BODY LANGUAGE

	stand tall. Sit up straight to show that you are open, friendly, and
willing to listen.

	relax your arms and hands. Avoid crossing your arms or clasping
your hands, which can be seen as defensive, nervous, or insecure.

	Gesture naturally. This will allow you to talk more energetically.
Gestures can help emphasize your key points and research
suggests gesturing will help you speak with more clarity. But avoid
gesturing above your shoulders. It is distracting.

	Distribute your weight evenly. If you are standing, plant your feet
shoulder-width apart.

	avoid tilting your head and tucking your chin.

	Do not fidget. Keep your hands away from your hair, jewelry,
glasses, or clothing. Be aware that covering the mouth, touching the
nose, and scratching the neck can be interpreted as signs of lying.
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The guidelines given here are applicable primarily to Western settings. It is 
important to note that body language is interpreted differently from culture to 
culture. Western-style body language may be viewed as lacking in finesse, 
disrespectful, or downright offensive in other parts of the world. 

It is crucial that you be attentive to global variations in the norms for 
greetings, physical proximity, touching, eye contact, facial expressions, insult 
gestures, tone of voice, and listening behaviors.

Observation is your best tool. 

Research shows that your body language  
not only affects how other people see you, 
it also affects how you perceive yourself. 

– Edward R. Murrow, American broadcast journalist

a blur of blinks, taps, jiggles, 

pivots, and shifts…the body  

language of a man wishing  

urgently to be elsewhere.
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Just think how much information is transmitted with a smile or a frown. Your 
face and its expressions are a critical part of nonverbal communication, 
and in a television interview they are often the sole focus.

in a media interview:

facial EXprEssiON
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FOCUS ON THE FACE

  Keep an open facial expression, with raised brows and a relaxed
mouth.

	Match your expression to your message.

	Smile when it is appropriate to convey confidence, openness,
and sincerity.

  Be aware that smiling too much can be seen as an indicator of
nervousness.

 Facial expressions for fear, anger, happiness, and sadness are similar 
throughout the world, but norms for eye contact vary widely.
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in a Western context:

EyE cONTacT

	Look the interviewer in the eye to establish your trustworthiness.

	Try to maintain eye contact. Looking away can indicate
distraction, discomfort, or concealment.

	Don’t look at the camera unless you are directed to do so
by the interviewer. The exception is the remote interview.

	Darting eyes indicate the brain is searching for an escape route.

	Excessive blinking is a sign of distraction or distress. Try to
control it.

	Avoid reading from notes. You will appear unsure of yourself
and your message.

 In some cultures, extended eye contact is perceived as disrespectful or 
 aggressive. 

NOTES

25 
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Your voice helps establish your authority. It can make you interesting…
or boring. Used effectively, your voice transmits energy, enthusiasm, and 
emotion.

Not everyone is blessed with a wonderful speaking voice, but most of us 
can improve it with relaxation and proper breathing.
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VOCAL VARIETY

rElaXaTiON TEcHNiQuEs

	Loosen your jaw and throat before you speak by moving your jaw
from side to side.

	Breathe deeply into your chest cavity allowing your stomach to
expand. When you exhale, use your diaphragm to power the air
past your vocal chords. This will give your voice resonance,
strength, and power.

	 Drink warm water. Avoid cold water, dairy products, and caffeine.

Analyze how the best news anchors speak. Their delivery underscores the 
meaning of key words and draws attention to important phrases. Borrow 
their techniques.

NOTES

26 
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record yourself and listen carefully to your vocal 

quality and delivery. Don’t like it? Try it again. Exper-

iment with rhythm and inflection to accent different 

words and phrases. Try to inject different emotions 

into your voice. remember to breathe properly. 

 Match your tone to your message. An inappropriate
tone will undercut your words.

  Vary your inflection, pace, and volume. Be animated and
interesting to listen to.

 Use pauses to draw attention to key phrases.

 Avoid an upward pitch at the end of every sentence. It makes
you sound tentative.

pracTicE

NOTES

27 
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A strong voice and effective body language can be undercut by the 
use of weak language—words that dilute your message and create an 
impression of uncertainty and doubt. Weak language can sabotage your 
credibility and professional image. 

Weak speak can include:

WEak spEak

 Saying “I think,” “I guess,” or “I feel,” when you really mean
“I know,” “I believe,” or “I am convinced.”

 Using disclaimers such as “I’m not an expert, but…”

 Overusing the word “just.” For example, “This is just an idea
I have…”

  Over apologizing.

 Using qualifiers like “sort of,” and “kind of.”

 Using fillers like “you know,” “like I said,” and “basically.”

 Tagging statements with a question. For example, “This is an
excellent plan, right?”

 Upspeaking. Unless you are asking a question, don’t end your
sentences on an upward inflection. It can be perceived as a sign
of insecurity.
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Trade in weak speak for power speak. It conveys confidence in yourself and 
your ideas, and audiences will hear your messages without ambiguity.

power speak includes:

“Speech is power: speech is to persuade, 
to convert, to compel.”

– Ralph Waldo Emerson, American essayist and poet

pOWEr spEak

  Using simple, straightforward language.

  	Framing your messages positively.

  	Use affirmative phrases like “We’re confident,” “We’re
convinced,” and “We’re optimistic.”

  	Using jargon judiciously.

  	Using action verbs whenever possible.

  	Keeping your communications short and sweet.

  	Making your takeaway message clear.

  		Ending declarative sentences on a downward inflection.

NOTES

29 
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Your clothing has a significant impact on how 
you are perceived in a television interview. 

You should always consider the context. Are you being interviewed at a 
construction site? In a hospital environment? In a casual setting? Dress 
appropriately for the venue. For instance, you’d look pretty silly strolling 
down a beach in a business suit.

Dress to match your culture and your organization’s culture. Steve Jobs 
always wore jeans and a mock turtleneck for his appearances. His simple 
signature look meshed perfectly with the Apple brand. 

For most of us, business apparel is appropriate. Your clothing should be 
well-fitted, well-pressed, clean, comfortable, and familiar.
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 fOr MEN:

  Your suit jacket or sports coat should be a solid color. Avoid tight
patterns like herringbone or checks, which will appear to vibrate
on camera.

  A solid color dress shirt with a properly fitted collar is safe. Avoid tight
stripes or checks.

  If you wear a tie, solids and subtle patterns are a good option. Avoid
“funny” ties which can undermine your message and credibility.

    Wear over-the-calf socks. Make sure your shoes are shined and in
good shape, including the soles.
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 fOr WOMEN:

   In most instances, a structured jacket or shirt in a solid color is a good
choice.

    If you wear a jacket, a simple blouse or top in a contrasting color will
work well. Avoid distractingly low necklines. Limit your use of patterns.

   If you wear a dress, consider if there is a good place to clip on a
microphone.

  Make sure your skirt length is appropriate and flattering when you
are sitting.

  Overly trendy shoes can be distracting.

  Avoid dangling earrings and elaborate necklaces. Jewelry that moves
or makes noise will distract from your words and your message.

  Don’t wear a hairstyle that hides your face and eyes.

NOTES
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3 The Shrinking Sound Bite

 Develop Your Messages

 The Headline

 Increase Your Quotability Quotient

 Junk the Jargon and Cut the Cliches

 Verbal Flagging

 More Critical Interview Steps
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CRAFTING MESSAGES 
FOR THE MEDIA

aVEraGE

7.4
seconds

8.4
Seconds7.2

Seconds6.7
Seconds

Embrace 
the concept 
of BrEViTy.
   

Source: The Communication Center– based on sound 
bites taken from evening news casts airing July 2017

The challenge of a media interview is to make  
your key points quickly and concisely. Whether 
you are being interviewed for television, radio  
or print, reporters want crisp quotes. Today  
social media is a key driver of news conversa- 
tions, making short quotes even more crucial.  
Creating a key message that can be captured  
in 140 characters or less increases the odds  
that it will be tweeted to a wider audience,  
amplifying its impact. Try to deliver.

Make it simple without being simplistic. Hone  
your messages. It is a challenge. It is hard work. 
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CBSNBC ABC

EDiT yourself  
rather than  

be edited.

Eliminate JARGON.

BE DIRECT 

Provide ONE
strong statistic, 

not several.

KEY REM
IN

D
ERS
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prEparE 
Go into an interview knowing what you want to say. For maximum effect, 
limit yourself to three key points. 

crafT sTrONG MEssaGEs 
Support them with facts and statistics. Offer examples or anecdotes that 
reinforce your messages’ meaning and credibility.

rEHEarsE 
Practice delivering these messages with conviction.

Try to insert all three messages into the interview, and make your most 
important point in response to the very first question. Use phrases like:

 “First let me give you an overview of the situation…”

 “Here is the big picture…”

 “As you look at this subject, the most important thing to keep in

mind is…”

© 2018 The Communication Center© 2022 The Communication Center
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more than 27% of  
the population will
8 out of 10 in 
Ssers fail to2
avoid ambush interv ie
Statistics show that m 
% factor in the pr 
consequence of a
2311324345678909876543
body language accon
show that 9 out of 10 p

Key Message 



Example/AnecdoteFact/StatisticKey Message 

Example/AnecdoteFact/StatisticKey Message 

ISSUES                    PROOF-POINTS
Fact/Statistic Example/Anecdote
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Not all messages are created equal. Some are more important than  
others, and one is the MOsT important message. This is your headline.

If a reporter is only going to lift one quote from an interview, the headline 
is what you want them to use….so make it clear, quotable, memorable, 
and shareable on social media. Keep in mind Twitter’s 140 character 
limit.

It should capture your point of view in a compelling way and influence 
your key audiences.

You should incorporate your HEADLINE into 
the FIRST ANSWER in any interview.

– Neil deGrasse Tyson, American astrophysicist, author,
and science communicator

‘Boldly go where hundreds 

have gone before’ does  

not create headlines.
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Effective headlines draw attention to 
your point of view. If they are social 
media friendly and are shared, they 
will reach an even larger audience.

successful
Headlines

Grab attention

Are original

Are accurate 
and specific

Are short and social 
media friendly

Good to avoid
Jargon

Acronyms

 Imprecise language, 
which can muddle  
your meaning or 

damage your  
credibility

Long words  
that are less likely 

to be used on  
social media
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you enhance the possibility of being quoted if you  
prepare a short, snappy sound bite ahead of your 
interview. it should:

	Communicate the essence of your message.

 Be clear and concise.

 Be memorable.

 Use dynamic language and/or imagery.

some memorable quotes use these techniques:

 rEpETiTiON: “The only thing we have to fear is fear itself.”

 rHyME: “If it doesn’t fit, you must acquit.”

 alliTEraTiON: “Good as gold.”

 aNalOGiEs: “Life is like a box of chocolates.”

 cONTrasT: “I destroy my enemy when I make him my friend.”

 lisTs Of THrEE: “Veni, vidi, vici.”

 pOp culTurE rEfErENcEs: “Where’s the beef?” an ad slogan
that became a political zinger.

 play ON THE clicHé: “Drill, baby, drill.”
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crEaTiNG a 

QuOTaBlE pHrasE 

TakEs EffOrT. sOME 

iDEas fOr GETTiNG GOiNG:

Brainstorm words that relate to 
your key message. Use different 

forms of the words. 

Try combinations of words. Repeat 
words. Rearrange words. When you 

have come up with a memorable 
phrase, consider whether it captures 

your message and will resonate  
with your key audiences.

Edit to avoid quote bloat! Strip  
out the fat. Your sound bite will be 
stronger if it is lean and muscular.

Practice your quotable quote 
out loud. You want it to roll 
off your tongue naturally.

“
“
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Many fields develop their own specialized language to facilitate quick and 
easy communication. Your profession’s acronyms, insider concepts, and 
shorthand terms may be so familiar to you that you don’t even recognize 
you are using them!

When you are talking to outside audiences, however, be mindful of 
whether or not they are familiar with your lexicon. If they are not, remove 
it from your remarks—or, at the very least, explain it.

Otherwise, members of your audience could find your comments  
confusing, annoying, or pretentious. Instead of winning them to your 
position, you could alienate them.

keep your language  
simple and accessible.

Cliches should also be avoided. Research shows that certain words and 
phrases have become so familiar to our brains that they register as words, 
but nothing more.

They are not interesting. They are not engaging. They are boring, and can 
contribute to audience disengagement. 
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“Think outside the 

BOX
“Best of 
Breed”

”

“At the

END 
of the

 Day”

“With all  
due rEspEcT”

Find creative ways to express yourself.  
Use vivid language and active verbs when you 

can. Your audience will find you much more  
entertaining and interesting. 
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All reporters are on a quest to find new information, a unique perspective, 
and a memorable quote. You can often give them what they need while 
serving your own interests.

Certain phrases—known as verbal flags—help give emphasis to your most 
important points. You can use them to highlight the applications of a 
technology, the implications of a policy, the importance of an action,  
or other key aspects of your message.

With verbal flags, you will draw a reporter’s attention to your key 
messages. If those messages are clear, concise, and powerful, you will 
be helping the reporter while helping yourself.

sOME EXaMplEs

 “What’s new about this is…”

	“What many people are unaware of is…”

	“Here’s what’s most important…”

	“The critical thing to keep in mind is…”

	“If there is one thing I want you to take away from this interview…”

	“The key point is…”

verbal flags can be used in your first answer, your summary statement, 

and any time you feel an interview drifting off topic. they help refocus  

the conversation on the points that are most critical to you.
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	crEaTE key messages that explain why what you do is important.
Make them crisp, compelling, and quotable. Use active verbs. Drop
the jargon.

	sTrENGTHEN your messages with supporting facts and figures,
stories, and examples.

	priOriTizE your most important message. This is your headline.
This is what you want the audience to take away from the interview,
no matter what.

	sTraTEGizE about how to answer the most difficult questions.
Craft responses that reinforce your key messages and put you
and/or your organization in a positive light.

	pracTicE your messages and responses. Do it out loud.
Communicating orally is very different from communicating in
writing. If appropriate, have colleagues play the press and critique
your performance.

M
O
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A
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TERVIEW
 STEPS
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MEDIA TRAPS 
& ESCAPES

4 When You Don’t Know the Answer

 Buzzword Alert

 Pivot Phrases

 Question the Question

 Phantom Attribution

 What If...

 Putting Words into Your Mouth

 Either / Or Questions

 Pauses, Interruptions and Piling On

 How to Say “No Comment”

 Q & A Strategy
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in any interview, questions may be asked 
that you can’t answer. it isn’t a disaster if 
you know how to handle the situation. 

 DON’T paNic
If reporters see you squirm, they may respond by bearing down on you
even harder.

 pausE
Take a moment to get your head around a difficult question. It will give
you time to strategize. And in just a few seconds, you may come up
with an appropriate answer.
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 ask fOr clarificaTiON
If the reporter elaborates or rephrases the question, it may make an
answer more obvious. It also buys you time.

 TEll THEM WHaT yOu DO kNOW
For example, a reporter covering a fire will ask how it started. If
the chief responds, “We haven’t determined what caused the fire,
but we do know it isn’t arson,” the reporter has still received valuable
information and will be satisfied.

 BE HONEsT
In some instances, it is best to be frank about not having an answer,
but don’t leave it there. Offer to find the information, or suggest where
the reporter might find it. If you have promised to follow up, do so.

 DON’T spEculaTE
Making up an answer can be dangerous indeed. If you speak outside
your area of expertise, don’t have all the facts, or simply think out loud,
you could find yourself in quicksand. Stick to what you know to be true.

No one knows everything. Don’t be hard on  
yourself if a question stumps you. Move past 
it and handle the rest of the interview with  
confidence.
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HOW TO AVOID 
NEGATIVE ACCUSATIONS
avoid the Buzzword Trap

Controversy grabs attention, so reporters sometimes use negative phrases or 
“buzzwords” in their questions. The words they use to characterize you or your 
actions may be wildly off base or exaggerated. Know that they are baiting you.

They are hoping that you will repeat their incendiary word or phrase in your 
response, giving them a highly charged quote. It is the kind of language that 
can go viral online, so reporters and other social media users love it.

Never fall into their trap. Repeating a buzzword, even while denying it, 
can damage your reputation or that of your organization. If you say the 
word, you own the word.

This is not a 

DEBACLE
WE arE NOT 

Wasting
TaX payEr’s 

MONEy

“

“ We don’t 

iGNOrE
our employees...

BU
zzW

O
RD

 A
LERT

6 NEVEr rEpEaT. 4 siMply rEplacE.
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	The key issue is...

	Our first concern is...

	Here’s how we see it...

	Let’s step back and examine what you are asking...

You know when an interview is veering into quicksand.

A reporter is distracted by a side issue, repeating a negative argument, or 
mischaracterizing your position.

Take action. Steer the conversation back to solid ground using pivot phrases.

PI
VO

T 
PH

RA
SE

S

rEfOcus

	On the contrary...

	What’s more accurate is...

	Not at all...

rEDirEcT (DENy & MOVE ON)
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	It’s constructive to debate this issue in the public view...

	The public has a right to know all sides, and our position is...

	Public debate is important. We believe…

assEss

	That was the situation in the past. We’ve made changes...

	We recognize we could do better, and here’s what we are doing...

	We hear what you are saying. Here’s how we are responding...

	There were a lot of lessons learned. Here is what we are doing
differently...

ackNOWlEDGE & MOVE ON

“That is a good question for you to ask, 
not a wise question for me to answer.”
– Anthony Eden, Former British Prime Minister
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rEfraMiNG is a valuable technique for handling  

hostile or accusatory questions. it offers you a way 

to avoid direct confrontation.

Q
U

ES
TI

O
N

 T
H

E 
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O

N

QuEsTiON:  
Won’t changing this manufacturing 

process mean job cuts?

rEfraME: 
This change will create new job 

opportunities and improve the efficiency 
of our operation in a way that will  

benefit us all.

Someone hurling a negative question often perceives the situation at hand 
through a particular lens. By reframing, you offer alternative viewpoints,  
changing the emphasis and shifting the focus. You are saying, in effect,  
“Let’s look at this another way…”

EXaMplE:
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rEfraMiNG allOWs yOu TO:

as a journalist, one tends 
to think nothing is off lim-

its.QuEsTiON:  
Does it mean job cuts, yes or no?

rEfraME: 
What everyone should understand is that by 

improving efficiency, we’ll actually be creating 
new opportunities. The workforce may not look 

the same, but that is part of adapting to the  
new business climate.

 Turn a negative into a positive

 Shift a liability into an asset

 Present problems as opportunities

 Change a sense of victimization into empowerment

 Alter focus from the past to the present, or the present to the future

With this technique, you can use an angry question 

as a springboard to hit your strongest points. it can 

defuse conflicts and help create consensus. 
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reporters may ask a question using the phrase 

“sOME pEOplE say.”

“Some people say that your policy proposals will damage business interests 
and result in higher prices for consumers.”

Is the reporter manufacturing conflict? It is important to ask for clarification 
and substantiation.

HOW TO rEspOND 
"can you tell me where you are getting that information?”
"i haven’t heard that. can you clarify where that sentiment 
is coming from?”

The reporter may be stumped. But if the reporter is able to quote an 
individual, organization, or government entity you can turn the tables by 
using a pivot to restate your own position. 

HOW TO rEspOND 
“This is a common misperception. Here’s what we represent…”
“That is not accurate…”
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Be careful not to accept unfamiliar facts and 
figures in a question.
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in the course of an interview, a reporter  

may articulate a fact, thought, or opinion  

in the form of a statement. you may respond  

if you like, but it is also appropriate for  

you to calmly ask the reporter if 

he/she has a question. 
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reporters often use HypOTHETical or spEculaTiVE 
questions.

They are sometimes asked early in a breaking news story, when hard facts 
are scarce. In other circumstances, they are used to provoke you into saying 
something you wouldn’t say otherwise. This can create a new headline or  
storyline and bury your key messages. 

“What if the storage unit fails and the toxic chemical inside spills into the river? 
Wouldn’t that pollute the drinking water of hundreds of thousands of people?”

Be wary when you hear the word “if” in a question. Avoid speculation and 
stick to what you know. 

HOW TO rEspOND 
“I am reluctant to speculate. What I can say…”
“We don’t have enough information to know if that scenario is realistic…”
“I can’t accept those assumptions. What we know is…”
“I have never gotten that question before. I would have to give it some 
thought…”
“Let me tell you what we know about the situation right now…”
“Here are the facts…”

it is always acceptable to pause for a moment to collect 
your thoughts before answering.

W
H

AT
 IF

...
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reporters may rEpHrasE something you have said.

They may be trying to clarify your message, or they may be trying to stretch 
your meaning to create controversy and conflict. 

“So what you are saying in calling for school reform is that the current  
educational system is a failure?”

Only accept a paraphrase if it is completely accurate. If it is, and it serves 
your interests, embrace it.

If it is not accurate, use a pivot phrase to get back to one of your key points.

HOW TO rEspOND 
 "That’s inaccurate. This is our position…”
 "Let me restate my position so there is not a misunderstanding…”
 “No. I did not say that. What I am saying is…”

a paraphrased question is often an attempt by a reporter 
to take control of an interview. remember you can push 
back, but be careful not to appear defensive or angry. 
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MORE THAN TWO CHOICES

Mr. president, two of  
the most dangerous words 

in the English language  
are either/or. 

– Bob Dole to Bill Clinton, “60 Minutes” March 9, 2003

Remember, you have 
 100% control over 50% of the interview. 

Either/Or questions are a reporter’s way of boxing you in to one or two 
choices, neither of which may reflect your position.

“How would you explain the staffing shortage? Is it the poor work 
environment or lack of fair wages?”

 

Don’t give up your half by sticking to the limited options offered in a 
reporter’s question. You can choose “none of the above.” Here are  
some ways to get out of the “either/or” trap and forge your own path.
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Remember, you have 
100% control over 50% of the interview.

Don’t accept the 

assumptions presented, 

and never repeat their 

negative words.





Target the audience  

you want to address: 

“Our industry is 

faced with...”



add an option  

that more accurately 

depicts what is  

really happening.



redirect the  

focus to your 

key issues.
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The pause is another ploy reporters use. They intentionally leave a gap in the 
conversation hoping you will feel the need to fill it. Do not. The filler you use 
could be off topic or off message.

HOW TO rEspOND 
"Do you have another question?”
 "is there anything else i can help you with?”

Reporters sometimes interrupt an interviewee because an answer is too  
long, off point, or incomprehensible. In other instances they do it to pick up 
the pace of an interview. Sometimes, however, they interrupt for theatrical 
purposes. They want to appear aggressive and they are hoping to put you  
on the defensive.

HOW TO rEspOND 
 “Would you like me to answer?”
 “let me finish answering your last question first?”

Another tactic of reporters is to machine gun questions on top of one 
another. You are not obliged to answer them all. 

HOW TO rEspOND 
pick the one question that works best for you and answer 
only that one. The reporter may follow up with one of the 
other questions, or may move on.
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There are two words that should never be uttered in a media interview:

NO cOMMENT. 
Those two simple words imply that you’re guilty and trying to hide it. 
Find a different, more conciliatory, way to cut off discussion.

sOME alTErNaTiVEs

H
O

W
 TO

 SAY “N
O

 C
O

M
M

EN
T”

if possible, tell  
reporters you will get  

back to them when you 
have more information  
to release. and make  

sure you do.

 That’s all I’m able to say on the matter.

	I wish I could tell you more, but I can’t.

	It’s too soon to talk about it.

	At this time, we are not able to share anything more.

	You know there are reasons we can’t share that information right now.

	That’s all the detail I can get into right now.

	We’re looking at all aspects of this issue, and we haven’t come
to any conclusions.

	I don’t want to jeopardize our investigation by speaking prematurely.

	 I wouldn’t want to talk about that or speculate on what others
are saying.

	I don’t want to speculate. What I can tell you is…

   In some instances, you may be able to turn a corner and provide a reporter 
with other useful information. For example:

	We don’t know the cause yet, but we have ruled out…
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a key element in preparing for an interview is 

BraiNsTOrMiNG challenging questions. 

What are your critics saying? What facts and figures will they use to 
undermine your arguments? Is there potentially embarrassing information, 
which a reporter could spring on you? 

It is useful to sort these difficult questions by topic into “buckets.” Strategize 
and formulate responses to each set of questions.

This will streamline interview preparation, and give you the agility to deal 
with tough questions.
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QuEsTiONs TOpic BuckETs yOur MEssaGEs

?? ?
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INTERVIEW
SCENARIOS  

5 Telephone for Print or Radio

 Face-to-Face Print Interview

 Stand-up Interview

 Ambush Interview

 Remote Television Interview

 Webcam Interview

 Radio Talk Show

 Television Talk Show

 News Conference
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Never accept a cold call 
interview request. 
Ask the reporter what the angle of the story is, who else is being interviewed, 
what is expected from you, and whether they have a deadline. Assess the 
pros and cons of doing the interview, but don’t answer questions yet.

If you decide to participate, tell the reporter you will call them back before 
their deadline. Hang up the phone.

    BEfOrE yOu rETurN THEir call

   Notify your communications department, if appropriate.

 Prepare your messages.

    Bullet point your key messages on a cheat sheet to keep in front of you.

   Anticipate the tough questions.

   Warm up with a colleague.

     Put yourself in the right frame of mind.

    Eliminate distractions.

TELEPH
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– Source: Edison Research and Pew Research Center

   WHEN yOu call THEM Back

     Do not use a speakerphone. You will sound like you are in a rain barrel.

   Stay on your feet. You are less likely to let your guard down and ramble.

   Use your hands to stay animated.

   Vocal variety is key.

   Keep your answers crisp, clear, and jargon-free.

   Pause after you make a key point and after completing an answer to let
the typing reporter catch up.

remember: Never go off the record.

27%
in 2010

o n l i n e  r a d i o  

50%
in 2015

Americans  
who listened to
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FA
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Conducting an interview in person has distinct advantages. Conversation 
may be easier. You may have more time to give background explaining your 
position or issue.

For the very same reason, a face to face interview can be dangerous. You 
may engage in social conversation, which lowers your guard and makes you 
relax. You may say things that you would prefer not to see in the paper.

Remember that everything you say in the presence of a reporter may be 
published. 

   Don’t ramble.

   Stay simple and specific.

   Keep the readership in mind. The reporter is your conduit to that
audience.

You are able to read the reporter’s body language during a face-to-face 
interview—an important tool to determine if your key messages are getting 
across and are being understood. But at the same time, the reporter is 
reading your body language. The impression you make will influence the 
story he or she writes. Be animated, enthusiastic, and show your commitment. 
Your delivery will influence how you are quoted. 

Print reporters need clear,  
concise, and memorable quotes.
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A reporter and camera crew may approach you after a hearing or event to 
grab an interview.

Always gather information about what news outlet they represent, the story 
they are covering, and what they anticipate you can contribute. If they are 
looking for your response to a breaking news story, make sure you are 
aware of the latest developments.

If it is appropriate, call your communications office and let them handle 
the request.
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If you want to take part in the interview, and your communications office 
gives the go ahead, take a few minutes to go to the restroom. There you  
can check your appearance and organize your messages and thoughts.

   Do not let the reporter and camera crew crowd your space. Stand
with one foot slightly ahead of the other, and lean towards the
reporter. This will make you look more assertive and in control.

   Do not try to grab the microphone when it is thrust towards you.
The reporter controls the microphone, for better or worse.

   Do not duck your head to speak closer to the microphone. The
reporter will position the mic at the proper distance.

   Look at the reporter during the interview unless you are specifically
instructed otherwise. If you look into the camera, you risk looking
phony.

   Try to look the reporter in the eyes. If this is awkward or distracting
for you, look at a point between the reporter’s eyebrows.

if an interview gets combative, never take off your microphone 

and walk away. that kind of video is like candy to a news 

organization. it will get played over and over and over again.
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If you are part of a controversial story, an ambush interview may be in your 
future. A reporter and camera crew may be lurking around a corner or 
hovering outside an entryway. They are hoping that you will act surprised, 
angry, defensive—and guilty. Do not give them what they want.

Get yourself ready for the possibility of an ambush interview by having a 
message ready to deliver.

Take control of a volatile ambush situation:

   	Stay calm.

   	Be polite.

   	Do not appear defensive or
angry or use a defensive tone.

   	Do not run, hide your face, or put
up a hand to push the media away.

   Keep walking.

   	Do not say “no comment.”

   	If you can’t discuss a topic for legal or
other legitimate reasons, tell the reporter.

In some instances, you may be able to offer an interview at a later time and at 
a different location. Use the time beforehand to prepare for the interview, and 
consult with colleagues and lawyers as necessary. If you respond to reporters’ 
phone calls, you may be able to avoid ambush interviews altogether. 

i don’t think a  
tough question is 

disrespectful.

-- The late Helen Thomas,  
journalist, known as the  

“Dean of the White House 
Press Corps”
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Television interviews that put you in one location, and the reporter or anchor 
in another, are called “remotes.” If you are far away from a station’s studio, 
or your organization has a studio of its own, you may be called upon to 
do this type of interview. They are less expensive, more convenient, and for 
some television shows, they are part of the look.

You should look directly into the camera and try to relate to it as if it is a 
person. Most people find this awkward and intimidating at first, so here are 
some rules of the road:

   Do a technical check ahead of time. Resolve problems with the camera
operator.

   Make sure you can hear the interviewer through the earpiece and
check the volume. You should have a volume control within reach.
Know where it is and how to adjust it.

   		If there is a television monitor in the room, use it for a “check shot”
to make sure you are groomed properly. You may then want to turn it
around so it doesn’t distract you during the interview.

   			If you are sitting down, try to use a chair that doesn’t swivel or bob up
and down. That kind of movement will make you look nervous.

   			Keep eye contact with the camera at all times. Shifting your gaze can
make you look untrustworthy or uncertain.

   Maintain a neutral expression when you are listening to questions or
other guests. You never know when you might be put on screen.

   Keep up your energy when you speak! Try to be animated and
conversational.

NOTES
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News organizations are using webcam interviews with greater frequency. 
Skype and similar services give them instant access to experts, thought 
leaders, and newsmakers all around the globe. Because webcam interviews 
don’t require expensive camera crews, they are economically attractive in an 
era of reduced budgets and limited resources. 

 		set the stage. Remove distracting items from the background of
your shot. Aim for simplicity, but not a blank wall.

 light your background and your face. Experiment
with floor and table lamps ahead of time to find a combination that
flatters you.

 	practice. Do a run through with a friend to work through any
technical glitches and get comfortable with the format. Pay particular
attention to the audio. Can you hear other people, and can they
hear you?
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1995
First known use 

of webcam

Simple definition of webcam: a small video camera 
that is used to show live images on a Web site

- Source: Merriam-Webster’s Learner’s Dictionary
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 Dress the part. Avoid tight or bold patterns and large jewelry.
Although only your torso and head will be visible, you may find it
gives you a psychological boost to dress appropriately from head
to toe.

 		place the camera at eye level and look directly
into the lens. If you are distracted by the image of yourself on
the screen, remove it or cover it up with a Post-it note.

 close other programs on your computer. You don’t
want any visual or audible distractions while you are speaking.

 pay attention to your body language. Sit up straight.
Be energetic, but don’t move so much that the image looks jumpy.

 	Don’t let the screen dampen your personality.
Be engaging and be engaged. Practice active listening techniques.

In an interview with The Wall Street Journal, Tom Cibrowski, 

the executive producer of ABC’s Good Morning America, 

advised guests to “angle the camera to avoid any movement 

behind you, such as traffic going by the window.”
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A radio talk show is a tremendous opportunity to expand your messages, 
but beware! Do not ramble. You do not want your key messages to be lost. 
Instead, use stories and examples to illustrate what you have to say and 
reinforce your key points. 

The best radio talk shows are like an engaging conversation. The pace 
isn’t rushed, but there is a lot of give and take. The host and guests listen 
attentively to one another, and play off one another’s ideas. You have an 
opportunity, in some circumstances, to show your personality and sense of 
humor. Use it! A guest who is entertaining, distinctive, or thought provoking 
is more likely to be asked back for a second appearance.

 Get to your headline early in the show.

 Deliver sound bites. These are what the audience is likely to remember.

 Slow down your delivery if you have a tendency to talk quickly.

 Speak in your natural voice, but breathe from the stomach in order
to  bring out the best tone.

 Be interesting to listen to. Mix up your pace and volume.

 Use vivid language when possible to help the listener “see” what
you are talking about.

 			Stand up. It will make you more animated.

	Focus on the interviewer and other guests to try to avoid the
distractions caused by studio technology.
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75%
 of households in developing

Radio is the mass media 
countries have access to radio.

reaching the widest audience in the world.

– Pew Research Center, April, 2015, “State of the News Media 2015”
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Television studios have notoriously bad furniture -- don’t let it swallow you. 
The rule: never let your shoulder blades touch the back of the 
chair. The camera foreshortens the image, so if you sit in a chair  
“normally,” on television it will look like you’re slouching.

 	There may be three or four cameras in the studio, moving in, out,
and around. Ignore them and concentrate on the interviewer,
the other guests, and the audience (if present). If there are live
call-ins, ask the floor manager which camera you should address
when talking to the caller.

	 		Make friends with the floor manager and camera crews. They
are there to make you feel comfortable and look good. Ask for
water, powder, oxygen—anything to help you stay cool.

 	If there are other guests or you are on a panel—be brave. Dare
to jump in, clarify, take control. If you don’t, someone else
will. Then, you will lose valuable opportunities to communicate
your message.

 	Wait until you get an “all clear” from the camera person or
director before breaking contact with the camera. They may
have to keep the shot on you and you don’t want to get caught
rolling your eyes in relief.

NOTES
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A news conference can be used to publicize an event or publication. Proper 
planning and preparation will make it more effective.

   TiMiNG
To increase attendance, schedule the news conference on Tuesday,
Wednesday, or Thursday between 10 AM and 2 PM.

 lOcaTiON
Pick a location that is easily accessible and has parking options.
An interesting and appropriate backdrop makes for better visuals. If
needed, get permission or a permit.

  parTicipaNTs
If it is appropriate, have several subject matter experts on hand to
contribute. Big names are always a draw.

 sETup
Consider microphones, projection and sound systems, lighting,
seating, podium requirements, and a press sign-in table.

 		prEparaTiON
Know what you want to communicate. Make sure it is newsworthy.
Anticipate the difficult questions and craft responses ahead of time.

 paciNG
Limit the number of opening statements. Keep them brief.

  rOlEs
If you have multiple speakers, have one person act as moderator. He/
she can field questions, direct them to the right speaker, and keep the
news conference on track.
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 DEliVEry
You may be more energetic if you are standing rather than sitting.
Avoid holding tight to the lectern. Keep your answers clear, concise,
and powerful.

 END sTrONG
Have a closing statement that refocuses attention on your main
message.

Reporters may want one-on-one interviews with speakers after the news 
conference. This is a great opportunity to build relationships, as well as give 
more information and context.

If you are holding a news conference to update reporters on developing  
news, be sure to tell them the time and location of subsequent news 
conferences. If you provide regular, useful news conferences, it will likely 
reduce the number of calls and interview requests from reporters.

Mother considered a press 
conference on a par with a 
visit to a cage of cobras.

– Margaret Truman, daughter of President Harry S. Truman,
33rd U.S. President 
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6 Why Social Media?

 Crafting the Perfect Post

 Digital Reputation Management
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Social media is a wonderful tool for promoting your brand, establishing 
yourself as a thought leader, connecting with your audiences, keeping 
abreast of trends, and monitoring what is being said about you or your 
company.

Build situational awareness:

   Check your social media accounts at least once a day.

   	Embrace engagement. Favorite tweets. Reply to messages.

   Listen to what friends, competitors, and influencers are saying online
and use opportunities to engage in conversation.

   	On Twitter, follow hashtags that are relevant to you or your industry.
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 We don’t have a choice on 
    whether we DO social media,
      the question is  

     how well we DO it.
– Eric Qualman, American author and social media expert
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40%
of the world population 

compared to less than 1% in 1995.*

has an internet connection today.

*www.internetlivestats.com

a few words of caution:

   Think twice before posting.

   	You can delete a post, but it can still be uncovered online.

   Unless you are a hacker, there is no anonymity on the Internet.

   Be sensitive to tone. Postings can be misinterpreted, and it is easy to
come across as impolite or dismissive.

	If you haven’t taken the plunge and started using social media, consider 
whether your customers, audiences, or competitors have. If they are active 
on Twitter and Facebook, are prolific bloggers, or leverage LinkedIn, it might 
be prudent for you to get on board.
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Given the heavy traffic on social media, you must be compelling, thoughtful 
and substantive to get noticed, no matter which platform you use. Remember 
that the same principles of effective communication apply whether you’re 
giving a speech, doing an interview, or speaking out on social media.

some guidelines, beginning with the basics:

     Determine your target audience, and base your social media
strategy on which sites they use most. Think about where and
when they hang out.

     Create a thoughtful profile that you can use for all of your properties.
It should include a quality photo or logo, and an interesting bio
and background image.

     Find a “voice” that is unique and consistent.

   Create a social media calendar (and follow it) to ensure a steady
presence.

strategy-wise, you should:

   Define and then stay true to your (and your organization’s) brand.

   Determine who the “influencers” are in your subject area, follow
them, and learn what interests their followers. What is everyone
talking about?
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   Make sure your posts add value, not just noise.

   Be sociable and/or informative; add to the conversation or start a
new one. Remember this is social media.

     Be relatable; keep your messages punchy.

     Use plain language and avoid jargon.

    Deploy humor as appropriate (but be careful,
because it can backfire).

   Add images, video and/or
infographics to make your
posts more interesting. Study
after study shows people
respond more to posts
with images or video.

   Don’t indulge in excessive
self-promotion or get
dragged into online battles.

    Share content you find
useful, and comment on
others’ posts as appropriate.
with images or video.
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More app-specific advice:

   If you’re including a headline, make it more potent by adding an
active verb. A headline without an action verb is just a label.

• Label: New Report on Bike Helmets.
• Headline: Officials Urge Use of Bike Helmets.

     Whenever possible, show your social side by asking followers to
respond. An oft-used tactic among bloggers, for instance, is ending
posts with a question (What’s your key to handling a noisy heckler?).

     Show that you “listen” as well as push out content.

     Be helpful by adding links to additional information from other sources.

   Use common terms that would easily be found by search engines.

Your competition
facEBOOk   4.75 billion items shared daily*

TWiTTEr       500 million tweets a day**

yOuTuBE     300 hours of video uploaded  

each minute**

* Source: Facebook  ** Source: Digital Marketing Ramblings (DMR)
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The social media landscape is full of traps and hazards. Oversharing, being 
tone deaf, or unresponsive can hurt you and your reputation.

You should be mindful that people around you, no matter where you are, 
are likely connected to social media. Anything you do or say in public may 
ricochet around the web in minutes and be picked up by the mainstream 
media. Be careful.

pOlicy

   Establish internal policies to encourage responsible use of social
media in your organization.

     Keep your policies updated to stay current with social media
technology and trends.

plaNNiNG

     Create a social media crisis plan so you can act or react quickly and
effectively.

     Establish your social media crisis team that will have immediate access
to your online networks.

    Build a community on social media that will advocate for you in case
a crisis hits.
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– Jay Baer,
American business strategist

While basic management 
tools and techniques apply 

when it comes to digital 
reputation management, 
timing—the speed of your 

response—is critical  
to messaging success  

and story control.

Understand that you need 
to adapt your messages to 
different media channels. 

A post on Facebook needs 
to be longer than a tweet, 

but the core message  
must remain the same. 

prOTEcTiON

     Monitor what is said about
you and your organization
on all social media platforms.

     Respond with understanding, 
not defensiveness.

   Clarify and correct
misstatements quickly.

   Track situations as they
evolve and update your
messages in response.





MEDIA 
INSIGHTS

7 Reporter Personalities

 Ground Rules

 Face the Camera
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-- Mahatma Ghandi

There are different types of reporters and each uses 
different strategies when doing an interview.

Sometimes their medium determines their approach. But the story, the 
situation, and their own personalities can also be a factor.

     sTraiGHT sHOOTEr
Most reporters fall in this category. They want fresh news. They want
information. They want perspective. They want interpretation. They
want a short, sparkling quote to put in their story. Their questions will
not have a hostile tone or content, but they can be tough and probing.

These reporters are likely to have done thorough research and will be
prepared with questions about opposing points of view. Use verbal
flags and pivots to keep the conversation on track.

  scHMOOzEr
These are the reporters who ask you about your
family, your hometown, and your education
before an interview begins. They can
be absolutely delightful conversational-
ists! But be warned; they are hoping
their charm will lull you into letting your
guard down. Don’t fall for it. Remember
that they will use every shred of informa-
tion you give them.

i believe in  
equality for 

everyone, except 
reporters and  

photographers.
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  sHOWBOaT
Television reporters are most likely to fall in this category. They want to
create conflict or emotion in an interview in order to promote their
own brand.

These reporters often pepper an interview with buzzwords and either/
or questions. They are also likely to ask you how you feel about an
event, person, or policy. Sometimes they ask slightly zany questions
just to see how you react. In some instances it may serve your pur-
poses to play along with them. In other cases, use pivot phrases and
self-control to keep yourself calm and collected.

Do not let them see you sweat. Good body language and  
eye contact can make all the difference when a reporter is probing for a 
weak spot.

Some reporters will use all three of these techniques depending on the nature 
of the story, the flow of an interview, and their perception of the interviewee. 
Think through how you would deal with each one before you interact.

Always assume that

everYthing 
you say with a reporter, camera,  

or recorder in the room is on the record.
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“Background” interviews need clear 
ground rules—ahead of time

Every reporter likes getting hard-to-come-by, reliable information, and the 
best way is to get it from someone who’s willing to be quoted by name. 
That makes the story more credible. If you don’t want to be quoted, 
yet you do want the information reported, however, you have some 
flexibility—you can offer the information “on background.” If you and the 
reporter agree on the exact ground rules ahead of time (“You may call 
me a high-ranking agency official,” for instance) then the risk of being 
quoted by name is low.

never go “Off-the-record”

When reporters hear newsworthy information, their job is to make 
sure it’s valid, then publish or broadcast it as soon as possible. So 
“off-the-record” comments—information that you’ve told them 
they may not use in any form—are either a waste of time 
or a major temptation...and if temptation wins out and 
the reporter goes ahead and writes the story, you have 
no one to blame but yourself. Our bottom line advice, 
therefore, is simple:

One other thing. Saying “what I just told you is off-the-
record,” won’t cut it. No reporter is bound to honor such an 
after-the-fact request.




if you  

don’t want  to 
be quoted, 

DON’T 
say it.
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never say “no Comment” and leave it at that

Perhaps it isn’t your area of expertise or responsibility, or perhaps 
the policy hasn’t been set yet. Maybe the situation is in court, or the 
question concerns a private personnel issue. Whenever possible, follow 
that explanation with information you can talk about, such as policies 
and procedures that are in place, or tell a relevant story that would be 
informative and helpful. If you can, offer a future time when you’ll be able 
to respond directly.

“No comment” is reserved for lawyers with guilty clients. Say 
something—even if it’s to explain to the reporter why you can’t answer 
the question.

never “make up” 
an answer

If you don’t know, say so. 
Whenever possible,  
find out, and then  
follow-up.

– Sam Donaldson, former ABC News correspondent

The questions  
don’t do the  

damage. Only  
the answers do.
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Talking in front of a television camera can be an intimidating experience. The 
lights, microphones, and the busy atmosphere of a shoot may be unfamiliar. 
The content may be challenging. If it is an interview, the reporter may seem 
threatening. 

  TakE HEarT. yOu can GET OVEr THis.

  prEparE
It is important to know what you want to say. Get your messages
ready. Practice them out loud. Have your “patter” down…but don’t
memorize a script verbatim.

  DrEss
Dress in an appropriate style for the subject and setting, but keep your
own comfort in mind. Wear something that makes you feel attractive
and confident. This is not the time to try a new outfit.

  rElaX
Take a moment before the interview to release your physical tension.
Shrug your shoulders. Yawn widely. Take deep belly breaths.

  THiNk pOsiTiVEly
Do not dwell on what might go wrong. Think positively about yourself,
your message, and your upcoming performance.

  DEMysTify
Get to the shoot location ahead of schedule to familiarize yourself with
the location and setup.

FA
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  Talk
Chat with the reporter and/or crew before the shooting begins. This
will break the ice and distract you from your nervousness. That said,
be careful not to say anything you don’t want reported or repeated!

  BE yOursElf
Let your personality show. The best communicators “bust through”
the screen.

  iMaGiNE
If you are addressing the camera, talk to it as if it is a person. Imagine
you are speaking to a friend rather than an inanimate object. This will
make you more personable and conversational.

  MOVE
Using your hands as you talk can boost your energy level. You can
also move your head - in moderation. Try not to bob and weave or
shift your weight.

  slOW DOWN
If you think you are talking too fast, you probably are. Put on the
brakes.
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8 Next Steps

 Lessons Learned

 Completing Your Communication
Action Plan

 Communication Action Plan Worksheet

 Notes Page

 Your Ultimate Takeaway

 Join Us Online
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Take advantage of every opportunity to practice your 

communication skills so that when important occasions 

arise, you will have the gift, the style, the sharpness, 

the clarity, and the emotions to affect others.   

– Jim Rohn, late American business philosopher“

“
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DO DiffErENTly 
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In the course of your media training you may have  
discovered areas where you could improve your perfor-
mance. Perhaps you need to strengthen your messaging, 
modify your body language, or practice taking control  
of an interview.

On the following pages you will find a Communication Action Plan template.

While your experience here at The Communication Center is fresh, please 
take a few moments to complete it.

  OBJEcTiVEs
List the skills that need refinement. Be as specific as possible.

  sTraTEGiEs
Create a strategy for improving those skills. These could include practic-
ing in everyday situations, brainstorming with co-workers, or devoting
more time to preparation.

  succEss criTEria
Determine how you will measure your success. You might ask for
feedback from your colleagues. You could tape a mock interview and
judge the results.

The best way to keep tabs on your progress is to read, review, and  
critique your actual interactions with the media. Your own assessments 
of your performance will likely be more on target than anyone else’s.
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  TiME fraME
Give yourself a realistic timetable for reaching each of your goals,
recognizing that it may take weeks or even months of work to correct
patterns and habits that have been ingrained over a lifetime.

Keep your completed Communication Action Plan handy, and  
periodically assess how far you’ve come, and where you need 
additional work. 

You are building and refining a skill set. This takes time and 
effort well beyond the time frame set in your action plan. 
Continue to be mindful of your performance and you will 
become an even more effective communicator.  
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succEss criTEria  TiME fraME
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A media encounter can be challenging. Reporters’ questions can be hostile, 
opinionated, or ill informed.

The tools and techniques in this book will help you counter those questions, 
and state your ideas, arguments, and opinions in a way that benefits you 
and/or your organization. Use them. Seize opportunities to do media  
interviews and refine your skills.

individuals who have great success in media interviews see  
every question not as a threat, but as an opportunity to state 
or support a main message.

they prepare, they practice, and they strategize.

You can do it too.   
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www.thecommunicationcenter.com/blog

www.thecommunicationcenter.com/blogwww.facebook.com/Thecommunicationcenter

@Thecommctr

www.youtube.com/Thecommctr1

blog
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